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ABSTRACT
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The role of parametrized nonorographic gravity wave drag (NOGWD) and

its seasonal interaction with the resolved wave drag in the stratosphere has

been extensively studied in low-resolution (coarser than 1.9◦× 2.5◦) climate

models but is comparatively unexplored in higher-resolution models. Using

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Integrated Fore-

cast System at 0.7◦×0.7◦ resolution, the wave drivers of the Brewer-Dobson

circulation are diagnosed and the circulation sensitivity to the NOGW launch

flux is explored. NOGWs are found to account for nearly 20% of the lower-

stratospheric Southern Hemisphere (SH) polar cap downwelling and for less

than 10% of the lower-stratospheric tropical upwelling and Northern Hemi-

sphere (NH) polar cap downwelling. Despite these relatively small numbers,

there are complex interactions between NOGWD and resolved wave drag, in

both polar regions. Seasonal cycle analysis reveals a temporal offset in the re-

solved and parametrized wave interaction: The NOGWD response to altered

source fluxes is largest in mid-winter, while the resolved wave response is

largest in the late winter and spring. This temporal offset is especially promi-

nent in the SH. The impact of NOGWD on sudden stratospheric warming

(SSW) life-cycles and the final warming date in the SH is also investigated.

An increase in NOGWD leads to an increase in SSW frequency, reduction in

amplitude and persistence, and an earlier recovery of the stratopause follow-

ing a SSW event. The SH final warming date is also brought forward when

NOGWD is increased. Thus, NOGWD is still found to be a very important

parameterization for stratospheric dynamics even in a high-resolution atmo-

spheric model.
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1. Introduction41

The wave-driven stratospheric overturning circulation, with air rising and dynamically cooling42

in the tropics and descending and dynamically warming in the extratropics, exerts a crucial control43

on stratospheric temperature and thereby on winds (e.g., Shepherd (2000)). It also plays a key role44

in the transport of water vapor, ozone and other chemical species. This mass transport circulation45

is named the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC). Faithfully representing the BDC in numerical46

weather and climate prediction models is vital for accurate stratospheric temperature distribution47

and chemistry. Accurate representation of stratospheric circulation, in turn, is important for tro-48

pospheric predictability on medium-range and seasonal timescales (e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton49

2001; Douville 2009; Sigmond et al. 2013), as well as for getting the correct background informa-50

tion into the data assimilation system, given the deep weighting functions of the operational nadir51

temperature sounders (e.g., Polavarapu et al. 2005).52

Rossby and gravity wave breaking and saturation in the middle atmosphere drives the BDC53

(for a review on the BDC see e.g., Butchart (2014)). In most models, small scale orographic and54

nonorographic gravity wave breaking and saturation is parametrized (for a review on gravity waves55

and their parametrization in models see e.g., Fritts and Alexander (2003); Plougonven and Zhang56

(2014)). From now on the term “NOGWD” will refer to parametrized nonorographic gravity wave57

drag and “OGWD” to parametrized orographic gravity wave drag. OGWD is an important source58

of stratospheric drag in both hemispheres in low resolution models (e.g., McLandress and Shep-59

herd 2009a; McLandress et al. 2012), with NOGWD playing a lesser role. However, the role of60

parametrized wave drag should diminish at higher resolution when the wave drag is increasingly61

resolved by the model. Therefore, the first aim of this study is to diagnose the role of the pa-62

rameterized waves in driving the tropical upwelling and polar cap downwelling at relatively high63
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horizontal resolution using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)64

Integrated Forecast System (IFS). The downward-control principle of Haynes et al. (1991), which65

expresses the BDC as a response to breaking and saturating waves aloft, is used to separate the66

drivers of the BDC into OGWD, NOGWD and resolved wave drag. Thus far, such a separation67

has only been carried out for low horizontal (coarser than 1.9◦× 2.5◦) and vertical (coarser than68

1 km in the lower stratosphere) resolution stratosphere resolving climate models.69

Diagnostically, OGWD is found to be a minor contributor to drag in the IFS at TL255L13770

resolution (80 km in the horizontal and ∼300 m in the vertical in the lower stratosphere) whereas71

NOGWD remains important, especially in the SH. Therefore, the second aim of this study is to72

assess the impact of NOGWD flux perturbations on the strength of the BDC, and on the resolved73

wave drag over the seasonal cycle. The seasonal cycle has received relatively little attention in the74

studies of parametrized and resolved wave drag interaction (e.g., Cohen et al. 2013, 2014; Sigmond75

and Shepherd 2014), which have focused on the time-mean response. In the SH stratosphere, the76

resolved and parametrized wave drag exhibit distinct seasonality: the resolved wave drag max-77

imizes in late winter/spring (Randel 1988; Quintanar and Mechoso 1995) and the parametrized78

wave drag in mid-winter (Pulido and Thuburn 2008). Shaw et al. (2009) studied the interaction79

between reduced parametrized GWD (via lowering the upper boundary condition) and resolved80

drag in the context of the seasonal cycle in polar regions in the Canadian Middle Atmosphere81

Model (CMAM) at low resolution. The study found that reducing parametrized GWD altered re-82

solved wave drag leading to polar cap upper-stratospheric downwelling changing to upwelling in83

the NH, and to a shift of maximum downwelling from November to December in the SH. The84

final aim of this study is to develop those concepts further with a high-resolution model and in the85

context of NOGWD perturbations. For example, the dominant NH drag in CMAM was OGWD,86
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and this will have a very different response to wind changes than NOGWD which has a broad87

phase speed spectrum.88

Climatologically, NOGWD perturbations have a relatively small effect on the NH BDC in the89

IFS. However, NOGWD has a significant impact on the temporal evolution of polar dynamics,90

which is investigated here in the context of NH stratospheric sudden warming (SSW) life-cycles91

and in particular Arctic polar night jet oscillation (PJO) events, which are long lived and have92

a stronger influence on the troposphere than other SSWs (Hitchcock et al. 2013; Hitchcock and93

Shepherd 2013; Hitchcock and Simpson 2014).94

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the model, the experimental setup95

and the diagnostics used. Section 3 reviews the middle atmosphere momentum budget in the96

control run. In section 4, the BDC—split into its different wave drivers—is diagnosed for the97

control run with the free-running model. The impact of NOGWD flux on the BDC climatology98

and seasonal cycle is also discussed in this section. In section 5, the impact of NOGWD on the99

SSWs in the NH is discussed. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in section 6.100

2. Methods101

a. Model description and setup102

The IFS is a global semi-Lagrangian pseudo-spectral model developed and used for operational103

forecasts. The detailed description of its dynamical core and the physical parameterizations — as104

used in cycle CY43R1— can be found in ECMWF (2016). Here, IFS is run at TL255 spectral105

truncation with a linear Gaussian grid (grid spacing of ∼80 km) and a time-step size of 1800 s.106

The vertical domain is discretized into 137 levels (the resolution is∼300 m at 100 hPa, coarsening107

to ∼ 1.5 km at 1 hPa) and the model top is located at 0.01 hPa. To prevent wave reflection at the108
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model top, a fourth order hyper-diffusion (∇4) is applied on vorticity, divergence and temperature109

fields above 10 hPa to damp vertically propagating waves. The hyper-diffusion e-folding timescale110

on the largest resolved wavenumber decreases from 0.65h at 10 hPa to 0.03h at the model top. In111

addition, a first order diffusion (∇) is applied on the divergence field only above 1 hPa. The112

diffusion e-folding timescale on the largest resolved wavenumber decreases from 0.1h at 1 hPa to113

0.02h at the model top. Both “sponges” damp the zonal-mean fields (i.e., apply diffusion on the114

zonal wavenumber m = 0 coefficients).115

The nonorographic gravity wave drag parameterization in the IFS follows Scinocca (2003). Orr116

et al. (2010) discuss in detail the specific implementation and beneficial effect of this parametriza-117

tion on the middle atmosphere circulation in the IFS. In the default setting, the momentum source118

is represented by a broad spectrum of wave speeds (half-width of 150 ms−1) discretized into 25119

variable-resolution phase-speed bins and launched at 450 hPa. The 450 hPa launch level implies120

that NOGWs can break in the upper-troposphere and lower-stratosphere on encountering criti-121

cal levels, such as when the subtropical jets terminate in the lower stratosphere. The orographic122

gravity wave drag parameterization in the IFS follows Lott and Miller (1997).123

Two different experimental protocols are followed: (1) an ensemble of four-year forecasts; and124

(2) nudged seven-month forecasts, where the troposphere below 500 hPa is nudged towards ERA-125

Interim reanalyses (Dee et al. 2011) to constrain planetary and synoptic wave forcing from the126

troposphere. The “free-running” setup (1) allows us to answer the question of how the model127

statistics respond to NOGWD changes. Setup (2) allows us to study the response of internal128

middle atmosphere dynamics to changes in NOGWD, specifically to reproduce the evolution of129

the 2006 PJO life-cycle. All simulations are forced by prescribed daily-varying observed sea-130

surface temperatures.131
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In the free-running setup, eight four-year forecasts are initialized one year apart with the first132

forecast starting on 1 August 2004. The first month is disregarded as a spin-up period. This133

procedure samples years from 2004 to 2015 and generates 32 (non-independent) years of data.134

Three simulations are performed, one with the default NOGWD launch spectrum amplitude of135

3.75 mPa, one with the NOGWD launch spectrum amplitude reduced to 1 mPa, and one with the136

NOGWD launch spectrum amplitude increased to 14 mPa. The study of such a broad range of137

flux amplitudes is motivated by Scheffler and Pulido (2017) who find, using a data-assimilation138

technique, that the optimal launch momentum flux in the SH lower-stratosphere can fluctuate139

between four to 0.25 times the reference value over the seasonal cycle. In all cases the amplitude140

of the launch spectrum is reduced in amplitude by 75% in the tropics1.141

In the nudged setup, relative vorticity and temperature fields are relaxed via Newtonian relax-142

ation to the ERA-Interim reanalysis fields on the terrain-following model levels below 500 hPa.143

The fields only up to total wavenumber 61 in the spherical harmonic expansion are nudged. The144

relaxation timescale is 12 h for relative vorticity and 5 days for temperature. To study the 2006145

PJO life-cycle, forecasts with five ensemble members each are started on 1 November 2005. As146

in the free-running setup, three forecasts with different NOGWD launch spectrum amplitudes are147

performed.148

Henceforth, all forecasts using the default NOGWD launch amplitude will be referred to as the149

“control run”, the reduced NOGWD launch amplitude as the “reduced NOGWD run”, and the150

increased NOGWD launch amplitude as the “increased NOGWD run”.151

Fields are output every 6h to sample the diurnal cycle. As noted in Seviour et al. (2012) and152

Sakazaki et al. (2015) there is a strong diurnal cycle in the zonal-mean fields in the stratosphere –153

1It should be noted that in the operational IFS cycle 43R1 the launch spectrum is reduced in amplitude by 25% in the tropics.
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especially in the tropics – that is associated with thermal tides. This is observed in all model runs154

with the IFS.155

b. Diagnostics156

1) RESIDUAL MEAN MERIDIONAL CIRCULATION157

The Transformed Eulerian Mean framework is used to diagnose the residual mean meridional158

circulation (Andrews et al. 1987). The residual mean mass streamfunction Ψ is:159

Ψ≡−cosφ

g

∫ 0

p
v∗(φ , p′)d p′, (1)

where the residual meridional velocity v∗ is160

v∗ = v− ∂

∂ p

(
v′θ ′

∂θ/∂ p

)
(2)

with (.) denoting the zonal-mean and ()′ the deviation of a field from the zonal-mean, v is merid-161

ional velocity, θ is potential temperature, p is pressure, φ latitude, g gravitational acceleration,162

and at p = 0, Ψ = 0 is imposed.163

To diagnose the contributions of OGWD and NOGWD (recall these refer to the parametrized164

waves) and the resolved wave drag in driving the residual mean meridional circulation, the165

downward-control principle of Haynes et al. (1991) is used. It expresses the steady residual mean166

meridional circulation as a response to drag from breaking/saturating waves aloft.167

The downward-control streamfunction ΨDC is:168

ΨDC ≡
cosφ

g

∫ 0

p

D(φ , p′)
f − (acosφ)−1∂ (ucosφ)/∂φ

d p′, (3)

where a is the Earth’s radius, f is the Coriolis parameter, u is zonal wind, and D is the zonal-mean169

wave drag composed of the tendency terms in the zonal momentum equation due to the resolved170

wave drag and NOGWD and OGWD. Resolved wave drag is given by ∇ ·F/acosφ , where F is171
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the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux172

F = {Fφ ,Fp}= acosφ

(
θ ′v′∂u/∂ p

∂θ/∂ p
−u′v′,

θ ′v′

∂θ/∂ p
( f − 1

acosφ

∂ucosφ

∂φ
)−u′ω ′

)
, (4)

where ω is vertical “pressure” velocity. Note that ∇ ·F/acosφ includes orographic and nonoro-173

graphic gravity wave drag by waves directly resolved by the dynamical core. The effective hori-174

zontal resolution, inferred from the kinetic energy spectrum in the lower stratosphere, is up to total175

wavenumber ∼80.176

The residual vertical velocity w∗ is computed following McLandress and Shepherd (2009a):177

w∗ =
gH

pacosφ

∂Ψ

∂φ
, (5)

where H is the pressure scale height H = 7 km. Similarly, w∗DC can be calculated from ΨDC.178

The vertical mass flux across a pressure surface poleward of latitude φ in the NH and SH is179

given by Holton (1990):180

FNH = 2πa2
ρ

∫
π/2

φ

w∗DC cosφdφ (6)

and181

FSH = 2πa2
ρ

∫
φ

−π/2
w∗DC cosφdφ , (7)

where ρ is density. Instead of evaluating the integral in (3) on constant angular momentum con-182

tours, it is evaluated at a constant latitude. This is a good approximation outside the tropics.183

Expressed in terms of ΨDC and noting that ΨDC vanishes at the poles, the downward mass flux184

poleward of latitude φ is given by FNH = 2πaΨDC(φ) and FSH = −2πaΨDC(φ). The upward185

tropical mass flux between two latitudes φ and −φ is given by FTR = 2πa{ΨDC(φ)−ΨDC(−φ)}.186

FTR is calculated between the ‘turnaround’ latitudes as in McLandress and Shepherd (2009a) and187

Butchart et al. (2011). The turnaround latitudes are located between the minimum and maximum188

values of ΨDC (i.e., where the tropical upwelling changes to extratropical downwelling).189
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2) STRATOSPHERIC SUDDEN WARMINGS190

For the free-running setup, composites of SSWs are constructed. Diagnostics similar to those191

described in McLandress and Shepherd (2009b) are used to identify SSWs. In particular, a SSW192

is said to occur when the daily mean zonal-mean zonal wind at 10 hPa and 60◦N becomes easterly193

between November to March. The date at which this occurs is referred to as the central date. Final194

vortex breakdowns are excluded by requiring that following the SSW, the zonal wind must become195

westerly for at least 10 days before the end of April. To avoid counting the same SSW twice, the196

central dates must be separated by at least 60 days.197

3) FINAL WARMING IN THE SH198

The Black and McDaniel (2007) method is used to diagnose the final warming date in the SH. In199

particular, a final warming occurs when the zonal-mean zonal wind at 60◦S falls below 10 m s−1
200

and does not return to values above 10 m s−1 before the next winter.201

c. Evaluation data sets202

To evaluate the nudged runs during the 2006 PJO event, version 3.3 of the temperature product203

from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument (Livesey et al. 2011) on-board the Aura204

satellite is used between December 2005 to May 2006. MLS has provided continuous observations205

of the middle atmosphere from September 2004 to the present day. The useful pressure range for206

the temperature observations is 261–0.001hPa. The vertical resolution of MLS data is 5 km. In207

addition, gradient wind balance zonal winds derived from MLS temperature data are used for208

evaluation.209

The SSW and the SH final warming date statistics in the free-running model are evaluated210

against the ERA-Interim reanalysis statistics.211
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3. Zonal momentum budget in the control run212

Before diagnosing the BDC, it is useful to document the distribution of parametrized and re-213

solved wave drag in the middle atmosphere for this version of the IFS. The momentum budget214

for the IFS at TL159L91 resolution has been diagnosed and discussed for July and December by215

Orr et al. (2010). The momentum budget at TL255L137 resolution is shown in Fig. 1 for different216

seasons for the control run. The key features are:217

• The zonal wind tendency due to resolved planetary waves (in shading, first column) and218

stationary parametrized OGWs (in shading, third column) reflects the fact that these waves219

can only propagate and break/saturate in the middle atmosphere when the background zonal220

winds are westerly. Zonal wavenumber decomposition shows that most of the resolved wave221

drag is coming from wavenumbers one to three (not shown). This is true even in the meso-222

sphere as the strong sponge applied above 1 hPa is very effective in damping the higher-223

frequency smaller-scale resolved waves. The resolved wave drag is stronger in the NH. It is224

maximal in the NH in mid-winter, but in the SH in late winter/spring. This temporal asym-225

metry is consistent with observations (e.g., Randel 1988; Quintanar and Mechoso 1995) and226

the theory of Charney and Drazin (1961), which states that planetary waves can propagate227

into the middle atmosphere when the background westerlies are less than a threshold value.228

This value is generally below the SH mid-winter westerly wind speed.229

• In the tropical lower stratosphere, the resolved wave drag consists mostly of synoptic and230

transient planetary wave breaking on the equatorward flank of the subtropical jet. These231

waves break throughout the year and are important in driving the tropical upwelling (Randel232

et al. 2008).233
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• NOGWs (in shading, second column) are filtered by the background zonal wind: The west-234

ward propagating waves are filtered by the easterlies and the eastward propagating waves by235

the westerlies (e.g., Shepherd 2000) leading to eastward drag and polar ascent in the summer236

mesosphere and westward drag and polar descent in the winter mesosphere. In the sum-237

mer hemisphere, NOGWD dominates the mesospheric drag as the resolved gravity waves are238

removed by the strong sponge before they reach the mesosphere.239

• NOGWD is largest in the SH, where it is the dominant parametrized wave forcing, because240

of stronger preferential filtering of eastward vs westward propagating waves. In contrast to241

what is found in lower-resolution models, OGWD is only stronger than NOGWD during the242

NH winter in the lower mesosphere. The integrand in (3) is density weighted, so the waves243

exerting drag at altitudes further above the stratosphere have less impact on the BDC. Given244

the above, the effect of the NOGWD flux changes on the BDC, and in particular on the245

downwelling over the pole, is expected to be smaller in the NH winter than in the SH winter.246

4. Results: Residual mean meridional circulation247

a. The control run: Time-mean circulation248

Figure 2 shows the annual-mean tropical upward mass flux (a) and the extended winter mean249

(October-May for the NH and March-November for the SH) downward mass flux over (b) the250

NH and (c) the SH polar caps for the control run. The extended winter period comprises all the251

months for which polar cap downwelling occurs. Both the total downward-control mass flux and252

the parametrized wave contribution are shown. The downward-control streamfunction and the253

direct streamfunction (i.e., eqn. 1) disagree slightly over the extended SH winter pole due to the254

transience of the vortex breakdown process (not shown).255
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Table 1 summarizes the resolved and parametrized wave partitioning in driving the tropical256

upwelling and extended winter polar cap downwelling in both hemispheres. At 70 hPa, parame-257

terized waves account for 7% of the total upwelling (5% OGWD and 2% NOGWD) decreasing258

to 0% (2.4% OGWD and -2.4% NOGWD) at 10 hPa. These figures should be compared to the259

multi-model inter-comparison of Butchart et al. (2011) where, on average, parameterized waves260

account for 28% of the upwelling (21.1% OGWD and 7.1% NOGWD) at 70 hPa and 25.6% (4.7%261

OGWD and 10.9% NOGWD) at 10 hPa. Given the higher horizontal resolution of the IFS com-262

pared to the models of Butchart et al. (2011) it is not surprising that the role of parameterized263

wave drag is smaller in the IFS than in these studies. Note that the relative role of parametrized264

waves in driving the upwelling increases as one approaches the troposphere in Fig. 2a. This is a265

result of the NOGWs being launched at 450 hPa and the westward propagating NOGWs breaking266

at the critical levels in the subtropics, where the subtropical jets terminate. Hence, the location of267

the NOGW launch level is likely to impact the parametrized waves that contribute to the tropical268

upwelling.269

There are large differences in the parameterized wave downwelling magnitudes between the270

hemispheres. At 70 hPa, parameterized waves account for only 7% (all OGWD) of the total271

extended NH winter pole downwelling, while in the SH the similar figure is 19%. In the SH all272

of the parameterized downwelling is coming from NOGWD. This is expected from Fig. 1, which273

shows a much larger influence of NOGWD in the SH than in the NH. Generally, the ratio of the274

parameterized to resolved wave drag in driving the upwelling/downwelling decreases slightly with275

altitude in the tropics, and increases with altitude over the poles (see Table 1). The parameterized276

wave downwelling starts to dominate the resolved wave downwelling above 5 hPa in the SH and277

above 1 hPa in the NH.278
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b. Sensitivity to nonorographic gravity wave drag: Time-mean circulation279

Given the importance of NOGWD at higher resolution, the sensitivity of tropical upwelling and280

polar cap downwelling to changes in NOGWD flux is now examined. Table 1 summarizes the281

changes to resolved and parametrized wave partitioning brought about by a decrease in NOGWD282

flux by 3.75 times and an increase in NOGWD flux by 3.75 times. As expected, the parametrized283

wave driving decreases (increases) with a decrease (increase) in NOGWD flux. For example, at284

70 hPa, the parametrized wave contribution to the tropical upwelling and NH polar cap down-285

welling reduces to 2% with a reduction in NOGWD flux. Similarly, the parametrized wave con-286

tribution to the 70 hPa tropical upwelling and NH polar cap downwelling increases to nearly 20%287

with an increase in NOGWD flux. For the SH polar cap downwelling, the corresponding figure is288

6% for a decrease in NOGWD flux and 45% for an increase in NOGWD flux.289

Figure 2 shows the difference in (d) the annual-mean tropical upward mass flux and (e) the290

extended NH and (f) SH winter downward mass flux between the increased and reduced NOGWD291

runs. As expected from the dominance of NOGWD in the SH, varying NOGWD flux has the most292

impact there. In particular, the total downwelling (blue for the downward-control streamfunction)293

increases in response to increase in NOGWD (see Table 1). For example, increasing NOGWD flux294

from the control value by 3.75 times leads to a∼30% increase in the SH polar cap downwelling at295

70 hPa. The net effect of the increased downwelling is to warm the SH stratospheric winter pole296

by∼15 K (not shown). However, the response in the total downwelling is not directly proportional297

to the change in NOGWD induced downwelling (black lines) as the resolved wave downwelling298

(red lines) opposes the NOGWD changes in the time-mean. Interestingly, in the NH polar mid-299

and upper stratosphere and in the tropics, the decrease in the resolved wave driving in response to300

increase in NOGWD leads to a decrease in total downwelling (see Table 1).301
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To understand the changes in the resolved wave forcing, Figs. 3a-b show the difference in the302

extended NH and SH winter stratospheric EP flux and its divergence between the increased and303

reduced NOGWD runs. The resolved wave drag corresponds to EP flux convergence, hence the304

red regions indicate less resolved wave drag when NOGWD is increased. Over the polar vortex,305

the resolved wave response falls into two distinct regions: an increase in the resolved wave drag in306

the lower stratosphere and a decrease in the resolved wave drag in the mid- to upper stratosphere.307

This is reflected in the vertical profile of the response of the downwelling driven by the resolved308

waves in Fig. 2e and 2f (red lines).309

To quantify the response in the resolved waves in the lower and upper stratosphere, an EP-flux310

budget (following Kushner and Polvani (2004)) is constructed for two boxes in the vicinity of311

the polar vortex between 35◦N/S and 90◦N/S: 1) a lower-stratospheric box from 70 to 10 hPa312

and 2) an upper-stratospheric/lower-mesospheric box from 10 to 0.1 hPa. The budget is shown313

for the increased (in red) and reduced (in green) NOGWD runs in Fig. 3c-d. In the winter lower314

stratosphere there is 5% more wave drag in the NH and 25% more wave drag in the SH in response315

to increased NOGWD. This likely occurs as a result of a weakened vortex — brought about by the316

increase in NOGWD — that is more amenable to wave breaking lower down. There is a marked317

reduction in the resolved waves entering (20% less in the NH and 25% less in the SH) and breaking318

(63% less wave breaking in the NH and 90% less wave breaking in the SH) in the mid- to upper319

stratosphere.320

In summary, increasing NOGWD weakens the polar night jet and thereby decreases resolved321

wave propagation into the polar mid- to upper stratosphere during the extended winter season,322

leading to less resolved wave breaking there. This counteracts the polar cap downwelling increase323

by the NOGWD such that the total mid- to upper-stratospheric downwelling decreases in the NH324

and increases in the SH in response to increase in NOGWD. In the lower stratosphere the polar325
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cap downwelling increases in both hemispheres as the resolved waves reinforce the NOGWD326

perturbation.327

c. The control run: The seasonal cycle328

To understand how the partitioning of parameterized and resolved waves in driving the polar329

cap downwelling differs between seasons and between the hemispheres, it is useful to examine330

the seasonal cycle of the polar cap average w∗DC. Figure 4 shows the seasonal cycle of polar331

cap average w∗DC (thick solid lines, top panels) and its parameterized wave (dashed lines, bottom332

panels) and resolved wave (thin solid lines, bottom panels) contribution for the control simulation333

(black lines).334

The upwelling in the summer mesosphere is mostly driven by NOGWD over both poles with335

little contribution from the resolved waves (not shown explicitly, but compare first and second336

columns of Fig. 1). In the NH, the downwelling is maximum in mid-winter in January and is pre-337

dominantly driven by resolved waves in the stratosphere (apart from the upper stratosphere where338

the parameterized waves dominate the downwelling in autumn). In the NH the parametrized wave339

downwelling is maximum during the stratospheric zonal wind maximum in the late autumn/early340

winter, whereas the maximum in the resolved wave downwelling is offset slightly in time. In con-341

trast, in the SH the downwelling is maximal in the spring season and the time of maximum down-342

welling occurs later as one descends through the stratosphere. The resolved waves dominate the343

downwelling in the spring season, whereas the parameterized waves dominate the downwelling in344

mid-winter in the mid- to upper stratosphere (see also Fig. 1), at the time of maximum westerlies.345

This seasonal behaviour of the resolved and parametrized waves is consistent with observations346

(e.g., Randel 1988; Quintanar and Mechoso 1995; Pulido and Thuburn 2008) and also observed in347

CMAM (Shaw et al. 2009). The different timing in the resolved and parameterized wave down-348
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welling will be important for the response in the seasonality of w∗DC to changes in NOGWD. Note349

that unlike in the lower-resolution models, OGWD does not contribute to the polar cap averaged350

w∗DC in the SH (not shown).351

d. Sensitivity to nonorographic gravity wave drag: The seasonal cycle352

The time-mean response might paint a misleading picture of the interaction between the resolved353

and the parameterized waves as there is a strong seasonality in the BDC forcing. The seasonal354

cycle of the polar cap average w∗DC, together with its resolved and parameterized wave driving355

contributions, is also shown in Fig. 4 for the reduced NOGWD run (in red) and increased NOGWD356

(in blue). Figure 5 shows the seasonal cycle of the difference in the polar cap average w∗DC between357

the increased NOGWD and reduced NOGWD runs.358

In the summer, the total w∗DC response in the upper stratosphere is proportional to changes in359

NOGWD as the easterlies filter out stationary planetary waves and smaller scale orographic gravity360

waves, leaving no resolved waves to interact with (see Fig. 1). Note that the seasonal transition361

from downwelling to upwelling occurs earlier in the increased NOGWD run, especially in the SH.362

This appears to be tied in with the onset of the final warming which occurs earlier in the increased363

NOGWD run; because the westerlies weaken earlier in the increased NOGWD run, the eastward364

propagating NOGWs can propagate into the upper stratosphere and mesosphere earlier. When the365

eastward propagating waves saturate they induce upwelling (see Fig. 4b).366

To examine the effect of NOGWD on the final warming date, Fig. 6 shows the average of the367

final warming dates in the SH as a function of pressure together with the ERA-Interim climatology368

from 2004 to 2015 for reference (thick black dash-dotted line). As the NOGWD is increased, the369

climatological final warming date occurs earlier in the stratosphere as the vortex is weakened and370

is thus more amenable to wave breaking. This is consistent with more resolved wave drag in the371
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lower-stratosphere (see Fig. 3b). In the mesosphere, however, the vortex breakdown is delayed372

when the NOGWD is substantially increased. This is, as discussed above, due to the reduced re-373

solved wave drag entering the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. Resolved wave drag accelerates374

the seasonal evolution towards easterlies in the spring, so when it is reduced, the seasonal cycle375

is delayed. Note that the NOGWD tends to drag the zonal winds to zero at mid- to high-latitudes376

near the model top as the waves, originating at 450 hPa, are filtered such that only those with phase377

speeds of opposite sign to the zonal wind are left. Therefore NOGWD does not contribute to the378

vortex breakdown in the same way as the resolved waves. It should be emphasized that here the379

NOGWD is reduced via the sources, but the total resolved wave drag is largely unchanged, only380

its location is altered.381

In the NH, OGWD partly compensates for the increase in NOGWD induced downwelling in382

winter (cf. dashed red, solid green and dash-dotted blue curves in Figs. 5a and 5c). The resolved383

wave drag shifts vertically in response to increase in the NOGWD induced downwelling in the384

mid- to upper stratosphere (cf. dotted lines in Figs. 5a and 5c), but there is a seasonal offset in385

the resolved wave response. As a result, the increase in net downwelling expected from increased386

NOGWD transitions to a decrease in downwelling towards the end of the extended winter season,387

in both the lower and middle stratosphere, and in both hemispheres.388

The seasonal offset in the resolved wave response is larger in the SH, where the changes to389

NOGWD flux significantly modify the seasonal evolution of polar cap averaged w∗DC. When390

NOGWD is increased, it has the most impact in mid-winter in the SH when the resolved wave391

driving is weak in the stratosphere. Hence, the change in the SH total polar cap averaged w∗DC is392

almost proportional to NOGWD flux changes in mid-winter. Increasing NOGWD weakens and393

shifts the polar night jet equatorward. This leads to less resolved waves entering the mid- to up-394

per stratosphere—especially in the SH spring—resulting in less resolved wave downwelling (see395
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Fig. 5). The resolved waves appear to be unable to propagate as high into the stratosphere in the396

increased NOGWD run. As the parameterized wave downwelling is weak in the spring, the de-397

crease in the resolved wave downwelling dominates and results in a decrease in downwelling with398

increase in NOGWD. In the lower stratosphere (Figs. 5c-d), the resolved waves tend to amplify399

the NOGWD changes in mid-winter in both hemispheres, consistent with the increased wave drag400

in the mid-latitude lower stratosphere shown in Figs. 3 and 4.401

5. Results: SSWs402

Having examined the sensitivity of the BDC climatology to the NOGWD flux perturbations in403

the previous section, the next step is to assess the impact of these perturbations on SSWs, which404

are important for tropospheric predictability. In what follows the impact of NOGWD changes405

on the 2006 PJO life-cycle is first examined in the nudged setup before discussing the impact of406

NOGWD on SSWs in general.407

a. 2006 PJO event in the nudged model408

Figures 7a and 7b show the evolution of the gradient zonal-mean zonal wind averaged from409

50◦N to 70◦N and the polar-cap averaged zonal-mean temperature from MLS. In Figs. 7c and 7d410

the evolution of 50◦N to 70◦N ensemble-mean zonal-mean zonal wind and the polar cap averaged411

zonal-mean temperature is shown for the nudged control run. The nudged control run captures the412

2006 PJO life-cycle reasonably accurately, albeit the SSW occurs in the model two weeks earlier413

than in the observations (recall that the nudging is applied only below 500 hPa and the stratosphere414

evolves freely). That this is not an artifact of the ensemble averaging is shown in Fig. 7i, where the415

timeseries of the zonal-mean zonal wind at 60◦N and 10 hPa is shown for all ensemble members416

of the control run. It is clear that all the ensemble members predict an earlier onset of the PJO417
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event than what is observed (MLS observations are shown in thick red line). The onset of the SSW418

is improved if the nudging is carried out below 100 hPa. The persistence length (quantified here419

by the number of days the zonal-mean zonal wind is easterly at 60◦N and 10 hPa following the420

central date) of 24 days, however, is the same in the control run and in MLS.421

The evolution of a typical long-lived SSW life-cycle has been described in detail (e.g., Siskind422

et al. 2010; Limpasuvan et al. 2012; Tomikawa et al. 2012; Hitchcock and Shepherd 2013; McLan-423

dress et al. 2013) and is summarized here for completeness. To aid the description of the life-cycle,424

the ensemble-mean zonal wind tendencies and the residual vertical velocity are shown in Fig. 8425

for the nudged control run (in shading, left column). The initial stratospheric warming is a result426

of enhanced resolved planetary wave drag (see Fig. 8e). As the zonal wind in the stratosphere427

becomes easterly during the PJO event, the westward propagating NOGWs, the resolved plane-428

tary waves and the OGWs are no longer able to enter the middle atmosphere. This, together with429

the transient response that generates an upward closing cell near the upper boundary, results in430

a weaker residual circulation and the concomitant cooling in the mesosphere (see also Fig. 4 in431

Ren et al. 2008). The middle atmosphere easterlies permit eastward phase-speed NOGWs to prop-432

agate upward resulting in the net eastward NOGWD. This contributes to the reformation of the433

polar night jet as the net eastward NOGWD induces upwelling and cooling of the polar regions.434

Following a PJO event, initially temperature evolves almost entirely diabatically as the resolved435

and the parametrized stationary orographic gravity wave forcing is suppressed. The descent of436

mesospheric cooling follows the vertical gradient in the climatological cooling profile and the437

radiative damping time, which decreases with decreasing pressure (see figure 2a and figure 10438

of Hitchcock and Shepherd 2013). As the westerlies in the mesosphere recover, the westward439

propagating NOGWs are no longer filtered out. On reaching the mesosphere, westward NOGWs440

induce downwelling and are hence responsible for the reformation of the stratopause which de-441
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scends downward with time. The short radiative damping time scales in the mesosphere imply442

that any temperature anomaly has to be maintained by dynamical heating. Once the stratospheric443

winds have become westerly throughout the stratosphere, OGWs can propagate into the middle444

atmosphere and contribute to the reformation of the stratopause by inducing dynamical heating.445

The persistence of the lower stratospheric warm anomaly following the PJO event is a result of446

strongly suppressed wave driving and weak climatological radiative cooling (see Figs. 12 and 10447

of Hitchcock and Shepherd 2013). This also removes any mechanism for chaotic error growth448

between troposphere and stratosphere.449

Now the effect of changing NOGWD on the PJO life-cycle is examined. Figures 7e-h show450

the evolution of the 50◦N to 70◦N zonal-mean zonal wind and polar cap temperature for the re-451

duced NOGWD run and the increased NOGWD run. It is clear from the figure that the increased452

NOGWD run is unable to recreate the PJO event and instead produces two shallow and short-453

lived SSWs whose evolution is markedly different from the observations. The inability to recreate454

the PJO event in the increased NOGWD run results from the insufficient resolved wave forcing455

entering the stratosphere and markedly different basic state in the middle atmosphere.456

Comparison of Fig. 7c to Fig. 7e and Fig. 7d to Fig. 7f reveals that reduction in NOGWD457

prolongs the persistence of the PJO event (from 24 days to 38 days, quantified by the number458

of days the zonal-mean zonal wind is easterly at 60◦N and 10 hPa following the central date)459

and delays the reformation of the stratopause following the PJO event. This is made clearer by460

examining the difference in the zonal-mean zonal wind and the polar cap temperature between461

the reduced NOGWD run and the control run in Fig. 9a-b. To better understand the response462

of the PJO life-cycle to reduced NOGWD, the difference in the zonal wind tendencies and the463

residual vertical velocity between the reduced NOGWD run and the control run are shown in the464

left column of Fig. 8 (black and red contours).465
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Following the SSW, mesospheric westward NOGWD and the associated descent and adiabatic466

warming are suppressed in the reduced NOGWD run (Figs. 8a and 8g). Therefore temperature467

evolves more diabatically in the mesosphere and the cooling is stronger in the reduced NOGWD468

run (blue shading in the mesosphere in Fig. 9b) as there is no wave drag to counteract the strong469

diabatic cooling. The much weaker descent following the warming in response to the reduction in470

NOGWD is in agreement with McLandress et al. (2013), who find a similar response in the run471

without any NOGWD.472

Because the PJO is more persistent in the reduced NOGWD run (i.e., the stratospheric zonal473

wind remains easterly for longer than in the control run), the ability of OGWs to propagate into the474

mesosphere is delayed in the reduced NOGWD run (Fig. 8c). This further contributes to the delay475

in the reformation of the stratopause. The stratopause begins to reform in the reduced NOGWD476

run only when sufficient parametrized and resolved wave drag is able to enter the mesosphere.477

The delay in the reformation of the stratopause was also observed by McLandress et al. (2013) in478

response to the removal of NOGWD.479

The polar cap temperature in the lower stratosphere is colder in the reduced NOGWD run as the480

NOGWD induced downwelling is suppressed. Therefore, the westerlies in the lower stratosphere481

are stronger in the reduced NOGWD run following the SSW. This allows more planetary waves482

to enter the stratosphere and induce resolved wave downwelling that contributes to the longer483

persistence of the PJO. This can be seen in Figs. 8e and 8g, where the lower-stratospheric resolved484

wave drag and downwelling strength are stronger in the reduced NOGWD run.485

Because the 2006 PJO event is not captured in the increased NOGWD run, instead the evolution486

of the SSW that started on 15 December 2006 in the increased NOGWD run is compared to the487

PJO event in the control run. Figure 9c-d shows the difference in the 50◦N to 70◦N zonal-mean488

zonal wind and the polar cap temperature between the 2006 PJO event in the control run and the489
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15 December 2006 SSW event in the increased NOGWD run. The zonal wind tendencies and490

the residual vertical velocity for the increased NOGWD run are shown in the right column of491

Fig. 8 (shading) together with the difference in these quantities between the increased NOGWD492

run and the control run (black and red contours). The response of the SSW life-cycle to increase493

in NOGWD is almost opposite to that in the reduced NOGWD case just discussed. The main494

difference is that the SSW life-cycle in the increased NOGWD run occurs lower down and that495

considerably less resolved wave drag is needed to initiate the SSW in the increased NOGWD run496

(compare Fig. 8e to Fig. 8f) due to the weakened vortex brought about by the NOGWD increase.497

In addition, OGWD plays little role in the reformation of the stratopause as OGWD decreases to498

compensate for the increase in NOGWD (see Fig. 8d). As the recovery from the SSW event is499

shorter in the increased NOGWD run, the vortex reforms allowing more planetary wave activity500

to enter the stratosphere and initiate another SSW in February.501

b. SSWs in the free-running model502

Is the longer persistence of a SSW and a prolonged recovery of the stratopause following a503

SSW with reduction in NOGWD merely a feature of the 2006 PJO case study, or does it occur504

more generally following all SSW events in the model? To address this, composites of all SSWs505

from the free-running control run, reduced NOGWD run and increased NOGWD run are shown506

in Fig. 10 together with the ERA-Interim composites from 1979 to 2016. The composites are507

constructed as in McLandress and Shepherd (2009b). In the figure, 60◦N zonal wind anomaly at508

10 hPa, and the polar cap temperature anomaly at different pressure levels, are shown. It is clear509

from the figure that the response of the 2006 PJO event to the reduction in NOGWD carries over to510

SSWs in general. Namely, as the NOGWD is reduced, the persistence of the SSW events lengthens511

(i.e., the wind and temperature anomalies last longer), mainly because the amplitude of the events512
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increase. Similarly, the reformation of the stratopause is delayed. An increase in NOGWD leads to513

opposite results. It should also be noted that the frequency of SSW events increases with increase514

in NOGWD: The frequency of SSWs for the reduced NOGWD run is 0.45/year; for the control515

run 0.6/year, and for the increased NOGWD run 0.9/year. This is expected as a weaker vortex in516

increased NOGWD runs is more amenable to wave breaking. Note that the control run captures517

the statistical behaviour of SSWs in the ERA-Interim remarkably well. The frequency of SSWs in518

the ERA-Interim reanalysis is 0.55/year.519

6. Summary and Conclusion520

The impact of parametrized nonorographic gravity wave drag on key aspects of polar strato-521

spheric dynamics was studied using the high-resolution IFS model. The focus was on the seasonal522

cycle of the residual mean meridional circulation, the SH vortex breakdown event, and NH SSWs.523

Compared to the multi-model mean of Butchart et al. (2011), which was based on much lower-524

resolution models, the parametrized waves play a much smaller role in driving the tropical up-525

welling in the control IFS run (less than 7% everywhere in the stratosphere). The tropical up-526

welling is mostly influenced by resolved wave breaking in the lower stratosphere. However, the527

parametrized waves play a more important role in the winter polar cap downwelling, especially in528

the mid- to upper stratosphere and in particular over the SH winter pole. For example, at 10 hPa529

parametrized waves account for 40% of the polar cap downwelling (all NOGWs) in the SH and530

19% of the polar cap downwelling (14% OGWs, 5% NOGWs) in the NH. Therefore, the residual531

mean meridional circulation is strongly influenced by NOGWD in the SH.532

In response to changes in NOGWD flux, the resolved wave drag shifts vertically leading to a533

counteraction of the NOGWD perturbation in the polar mid- to upper stratosphere and an amplifi-534

cation of the perturbation in the polar lower stratosphere. Due to the different partitioning of the535
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resolved and parameterized waves in driving the downwelling between the two hemispheres, the536

downwelling response in the total polar cap downwelling is different between the NH and the SH:537

The total downwelling increases with increase in NOGWD flux everywhere in the SH, whereas538

in the NH it decreases in the mid- to upper stratosphere but increases in the lower stratosphere.539

OGWD also counteracts NOGWD changes in the NH.540

The maximum in the parameterized and the resolved wave downwelling over the polar cap is541

found to have a temporal offset; the parameterized waves dominate earlier in the winter and the542

resolved waves dominate later in the winter/early spring. This offset is larger in the SH. OGWs543

play no role in polar cap downwelling over the SH in the IFS. Due to the different seasonal cycles544

of the resolved and parametrized wave drags, the resolved and parameterized wave interaction545

does not occur on the Rossby wave propagation timescales when NOGWD is changed: During546

early winter, when the parameterized waves dominate the polar cap downwelling, the response is547

proportional to changes in NOGWD. In the late winter/spring, however, the downwelling response548

is found to be dominated by the resolved waves. Therefore the seasonal-mean perspective might549

paint a misleading picture of the resolved and parameterized wave interaction. In the NH, the550

interaction with OGWD further complicates the matter. Therefore, it is unlikely that the NOGWD551

and OGWD parameterizations can be tuned independently, a conclusion also drawn in McLandress552

et al. (2013). It is hence easier to tune the NOGWD parameterization in the SH.553

Despite having a much smaller influence on the time-mean residual mean meridional circulation554

in the NH, NOGWD has a clear effect on the SSW composites in the free-running model and on555

the 2006 PJO event in the nudged model, in which the resolved wave fluxes entering the strato-556

sphere are constrained to the observations. In particular, reduction in NOGWD leads to a reduction557

in the SSW frequency, increase in the amplitude and persistence, and a delay in the recovery of558

the stratopause following a SSW event. While the composites of SSW events in the control run559
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agree well with ERA-Interim, this study illustrates that NOGWD flux exerts a strong influence on560

SSWs and might thus be a tunable parameter for obtaining a desired SSW behaviour in other mod-561

els. Moreover, the long-lived recovery period following SSWs represents a good opportunity to562

evaluate the accuracy of the model physics since the evolution is unaffected by chaotic variability.563

Furthermore, increase in NOGWD is found to bring forward the final warming date in the SH564

as the weakened vortex in the stratosphere is more amenable to wave breaking. Given that many565

stratosphere-resolving chemistry-climate models have a late bias in the final warming date (Eyring566

et al. 2006; Butchart et al. 2011), it is possible that these models might be missing NOGWD.567

The final warming date in the control model climatology is, however, remarkably similar to the568

observed climatology and the IFS does not experience this late bias. Interestingly, Scheffler and569

Pulido (2015) find the opposite sign response in the final warming date in the stratosphere with570

changes to the NOGWD flux, with a delay in a final warming with increase in NOGWD flux. This571

occurs because the planetary wave breaking in the lower stratosphere is reduced with increased572

NOGW flux in their model, unlike in the IFS where the planetary wave forcing is markedly reduced573

in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere only.574

As is shown here, the stratospheric circulation is profoundly influenced by NOGWD at575

TL255L137 resolution of the IFS, despite NOGWD mostly acting in the mesosphere and de-576

spite a greater role of the resolved gravity wave drag than in lower-resolution climate models.577

NOGWD exerts a strong influence on the polar night jet (in both hemispheres) and thus signifi-578

cantly alters the ability of resolved waves to influence stratospheric dynamics (i.e., the residual cir-579

culation, SSWs, and the final warming in the SH). As the resolution of climate models increases,580

parametrized orographic gravity wave drag becomes less important in the middle atmosphere.581

Given that the strong sponge applied at the model top is likely to unphysically damp the smaller-582

scale higher-frequency inertia-gravity waves, nonorographic gravity wave drag parametrization583
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will still be needed to substitute for this missing drag even in higher-resolution models with tops584

located in the mesosphere. Thus NOGWD becomes the only parametrization affecting the momen-585

tum budget in the middle atmosphere at high resolution. Therefore, it is important to understand586

circulation sensitivity to NOGWD in order to guide interpretation and tuning of general circulation587

models.588
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TABLE 1. Resolved and parametrized (OGWD and NOGWD) wave contribution (in % of the total) to the

annual-mean tropical mass flux and extended winter (Mar-Nov for the SH, and Oct-May for the NH) polar cap

downward mass flux for the control, reduced NOGWD and increased NOGWD runs at 10 hPa and at 70 hPa.

Positive percentage denotes tropical upwelling and polar cap downwelling and negative percentage denotes

tropical downwelling and polar cap upwelling.

718

719

720

721

722

Experiment Region Pressure Parametrized wave drag [%] Resolved wave drag Mass flux

[hPa] OGWD NOGWD All [%] ×108 [kg/s]

Control
Annual-mean upwelling

10 2.4 -2.4 0 100 15.5

70 5 2 7 93 58.1

NH polar cap downwelling
10 14 5 19 81 5.7

70 7 0 7 93 22.2

SH polar cap downwelling
10 0 40.6 40.6 59 5.8

70 0 19 19 81 15

Reduced NOGWD
Annual-mean upwelling

10 2.5 -3 -0.5 100.5 16.1

70 5 -3 2 98 57.1

NH polar cap downwelling
10 14 -9 5 95 6.2

70 8 -6 2 98 20.7

SH polar cap downwelling
10 0 12 12 88 5.4

70 0 6 6 94 13.5

Increased NOGWD
Annual-mean upwelling

10 4 6 10 90 11.8

70 4 16 20 80 57.4

NH polar cap downwelling
10 7.5 38.5 46 54 5.2

70 5 14 19 81 23.2

SH polar cap downwelling
10 0 88 88 12 6.7

70 0 45 45 55 19.3
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June-August, and (j-l) September-November. Resolved wave tendency is shown in left col-726

umn, NOGWD tendency is shown in middle column, and OGWD tendency in right column.727

Negative values are in blue and positive in red. The EP flux vectors are represented by the728

arrows (in m3 s−2). Note the non-linear contour interval for tendencies. The zonal-mean729

zonal wind in m s−1 is shown in black contours (contour interval 10 m s−1), negative con-730

tours are dashed and the zero contour is drawn with double thickness. Negative tendencies731

denote westward momentum deposition and positive eastward momentum deposition. . . . 38732

Fig. 2. (a) Annual-mean upward mass flux over the tropics and extended winter downward mass733

flux over (b) the NH (Oct-May) and (c) the SH (March-Nov) polar cap (poleward of 60◦N/S)734

for the control run. The solid lines show the total downward-control mass flux and the735

dashed lines show the parametrized wave contribution. (d-f) Difference in the mass fluxes736

between increased and reduced NOGWD runs. The thickened lines in (d-f) show regions737

where the response is significant at the 95% level by the Student-t test on the means. Mass738

flux calculated from the DC streamfunction is shown in blue, from the parametrized wave739

contribution to the DC streamfunction in black and from the resolved wave contribution to740
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(Oct-May) and (b) SH (March-November) winters. The EP flux vectors are shown by the744

arrows (m3 s−2). The zonal-mean zonal wind difference (m s−1) is shown in black contours745

(contour interval 10 m s−1), negative contours are dashed and the zero contour is drawn with746

double thickness. (c-d) The EP flux budget (in ×1016 N m) for the extended (c) NH and (d)747

SH winters for the reduced NOGWD (in green) and increased NOGWD run (in red) for the748

two boxes (see text). The positive numbers inside the boxes show the net resolved wave749

convergence (i.e., the wave breaking). The vertical arrows represent vertical EP fluxes and750

the horizontal arrows represent horizontal EP fluxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . 40751

Fig. 4. Seasonal cycle of the downward-control residual vertical velocity w∗DC (thick lines, top pan-752

els in each figure), split into its parameterized wave (dashed lines, bottom panels in each753

figure) and resolved wave (thin solid lines, bottom panels in each figure) contributions av-754

eraged over the (a,c) NH and (b,d) SH polar cap (between 60-85◦N/S) at (a,b) 10 hPa and755

(c,d) 70 hPa, respectively. Black lines denote the control run, red lines reduced NOGWD756

run, and blue lines increased NOGWD run, respectively. Note that the time-axis has been757

shifted by six months in (a,c) for clarity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41758

Fig. 5. Seasonal cycle of the difference in the downward-control residual vertical velocity w∗DC759

(thick black lines) between the increased and reduced NOGWD runs, split into its parame-760

terized wave (dash-dotted blue lines) and resolved wave (dotted black lines) contributions.761

The NOGWD change is shown in solid green and the OGWD change is shown in dashed762

red. w∗DC response averaged over the (a,c) NH and (b,d) SH polar cap at (a,b) 10 hPa and at763

(c,d) 70 hPa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42764

Fig. 6. Average of the final warming dates in the SH for the control run (solid black), the reduced765

NOGWD run (long-dashed red) and the increased NOGWD run (short-dashed blue). The766

average of the ERA-Interim final warming dates between 2004 and 2015 is shown in thick767

dot-dashed black contour. The shading shows the 2-σ interval for the increased and reduced768

NOGWD runs only. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43769
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Fig. 7. Pressure-time cross sections of the zonal-mean zonal wind averaged from 50◦N to 70◦N770

(left column) and the polar-cap average (from 70◦N to 90◦N) zonal-mean temperature (right771

column) for the 2006 PJO event. (a-b) MLS observations (zonal wind computed using772

gradient-wind balance); (c-d) control nudged run; (e-f) reduced NOGWD nudged run; and773

(g-h) increased NOGWD nudged run. For the simulations, the ensemble mean is shown.774

The vertical lines mark the central date of SSWs. (i) Zonal-mean zonal wind at 60◦N and at775

10 hPa for all ensemble members in the control run (black lines) and the MLS observations776

(thick red line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44777

Fig. 8. Shading: Pressure-time cross sections of the ensemble-mean polar-cap average (a-b)778

NOGWD tendency, (c-d) OGWD tendency, (e-f) resolved wave tendency, and (g-f) residual779

vertical velocity w∗ for the control run (left column) and the increased NOGWD run (right780

column), during the life-cycle of the 2006 PJO event. Dashed black (negative) and solid red781

(positive) contours: Response in tendencies and w∗ to reducing NOGWD (left column) and782

increasing NOGWD (right column) (contour interval is 4 m s−1 day−1 in a-d, 2 m s−1 day−1
783

in e-f, and 1 mm s−1 in g-h). Time zero represents the central dates of SSWs: 6 January784

2006 for the control run, 9 January 2006 for the reduced NOGWD run and 15 December785

2005 for the increased NOGWD run. The resolved wave tendency and w∗ are smoothed by786

taking a 10-day running mean. Note that the pressure range is from 70 to 0.01 hPa. . . . . 45787

Fig. 9. Difference in (a,c) the 50◦N to 70◦N zonal-mean zonal wind (in m s−1) and (b,d) the polar788

cap average zonal-mean temperature (in K) between (a-b) the reduced NOGWD run and the789

control run and (c-d) the increased NOGWD run and the control run. . . . . . . . . 46790

Fig. 10. Composites of all SSWs for the control run (solid black), reduced NOGWD run (dot-dashed791

red) and increased NOGWD run (dashed blue) with the free-running model. Thick black792

line shows composites of SSWs from the ERA-Interim reanalysis between 1979 and 2016:793

(a) Zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly at 60◦N and 10 hPa (in m s−1); Polar-cap average (from794

70◦N to 90◦N) zonal-mean temperature anomalies (in K) at (b) 1 hPa; (c) 10 hPa; and (d)795
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FIG. 1. Latitude-pressure cross sections of zonal-mean zonal wind tendencies (in m s−1 day−1) for the con-

trol run in the middle atmosphere: (a-c) December-February, (d-f) March-May, (g-i) June-August, and (j-l)

September-November. Resolved wave tendency is shown in left column, NOGWD tendency is shown in middle

column, and OGWD tendency in right column. Negative values are in blue and positive in red. The EP flux

vectors are represented by the arrows (in m3 s−2). Note the non-linear contour interval for tendencies. The

zonal-mean zonal wind in m s−1 is shown in black contours (contour interval 10 m s−1), negative contours are

dashed and the zero contour is drawn with double thickness. Negative tendencies denote westward momentum

deposition and positive eastward momentum deposition.
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FIG. 2. (a) Annual-mean upward mass flux over the tropics (between the turnaround latitudes) and extended

winter downward mass flux over (b) the NH (Oct-May) and (c) the SH (March-Nov) polar cap (poleward of

60�N/S) for the control run. The solid lines show the total downward control mass flux and the dashed lines

show the parametrized wave contribution. (d-f) Difference in the mass fluxes between increased and reduced

NOGWD runs. The thickened lines in (d-f) show regions where the response is significant at the 95% level by

the Student-t test on the means. Mass flux calculated from the DC streamfunction is shown in blue, from the

parametrized wave contribution to the DC streamfunction in green and from the resolved wave contribution to

the DC streamfunction in red.
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FIG. 2. (a) Annual-mean upward mass flux over the tropics and extended winter downward mass flux over (b)

the NH (Oct-May) and (c) the SH (March-Nov) polar cap (poleward of 60◦N/S) for the control run. The solid

lines show the total downward-control mass flux and the dashed lines show the parametrized wave contribution.

(d-f) Difference in the mass fluxes between increased and reduced NOGWD runs. The thickened lines in (d-f)

show regions where the response is significant at the 95% level by the Student-t test on the means. Mass flux

calculated from the DC streamfunction is shown in blue, from the parametrized wave contribution to the DC

streamfunction in black and from the resolved wave contribution to the DC streamfunction in red.
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FIG. 4. (a-b) Latitude-pressure cross sections of the resolved wave drag difference (in shading, units

m s�1 day�1) between the increased and reduced NOGWD runs for the extended (a) NH (Oct-May) and (b)

SH (March-November) winters. The EP flux vectors are shown by the arrows (m3 s�2). The zonal-mean zonal

wind difference (m s�1) is shown in black contours (contour interval 10 m s�1), negative contours are dashed

and the zero contour is drawn with double thickness. (c-d) The EP flux budget (in ⇥1016 N m) for the extended

(c) NH and (d) SH winters for the reduced NOGWD (in green) and increased NOGWD run (in red) for the two

boxes (see text). The positive numbers inside the boxes show the net resolved wave convergence (i.e., the wave

breaking). The vertical arrows represent vertical EP fluxes and the horizontal arrows represent horizontal EP

fluxes.
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FIG. 3. (a-b) Latitude-pressure cross sections of the resolved wave drag difference (in shading, units

m s−1 day−1) between the increased and reduced NOGWD runs for the extended (a) NH (Oct-May) and (b)

SH (March-November) winters. The EP flux vectors are shown by the arrows (m3 s−2). The zonal-mean zonal

wind difference (m s−1) is shown in black contours (contour interval 10 m s−1), negative contours are dashed

and the zero contour is drawn with double thickness. (c-d) The EP flux budget (in ×1016 N m) for the extended

(c) NH and (d) SH winters for the reduced NOGWD (in green) and increased NOGWD run (in red) for the two

boxes (see text). The positive numbers inside the boxes show the net resolved wave convergence (i.e., the wave

breaking). The vertical arrows represent vertical EP fluxes and the horizontal arrows represent horizontal EP

fluxes.
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FIG. 4. Seasonal cycle of the downward-control residual vertical velocity w∗DC (thick lines, top panels in

each figure), split into its parameterized wave (dashed lines, bottom panels in each figure) and resolved wave

(thin solid lines, bottom panels in each figure) contributions averaged over the (a,c) NH and (b,d) SH polar cap

(between 60-85◦N/S) at (a,b) 10 hPa and (c,d) 70 hPa, respectively. Black lines denote the control run, red lines

reduced NOGWD run, and blue lines increased NOGWD run, respectively. Note that the time-axis has been

shifted by six months in (a,c) for clarity.
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FIG. 5. Seasonal cycle of the difference in the downward-control residual vertical velocity w∗DC (thick black

lines) between the increased and reduced NOGWD runs, split into its parameterized wave (dash-dotted blue

lines) and resolved wave (dotted black lines) contributions. The NOGWD change is shown in solid green and

the OGWD change is shown in dashed red. w∗DC response averaged over the (a,c) NH and (b,d) SH polar cap at

(a,b) 10 hPa and at (c,d) 70 hPa.
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FIG. 6. Average of the final warming dates in the SH for the control run (solid black), the reduced NOGWD

run (long-dashed red) and the increased NOGWD run (short-dashed blue). The average of the ERA-Interim final

warming dates between 2004 and 2015 is shown in thick dot-dashed black contour. The shading shows the 2-σ

interval for the increased and reduced NOGWD runs only.
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FIG. 7. Pressure-time cross sections of the zonal-mean zonal wind averaged from 50◦N to 70◦N (left column)

and the polar-cap average (from 70◦N to 90◦N) zonal-mean temperature (right column) for the 2006 PJO event.

(a-b) MLS observations (zonal wind computed using gradient-wind balance); (c-d) control nudged run; (e-f)

reduced NOGWD nudged run; and (g-h) increased NOGWD nudged run. For the simulations, the ensemble

mean is shown. The vertical lines mark the central date of SSWs. (i) Zonal-mean zonal wind at 60◦N and at

10 hPa for all ensemble members in the control run (black lines) and the MLS observations (thick red line).
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FIG. 8. Shading: Pressure-time cross sections of the ensemble-mean polar-cap average (a-b) NOGWD ten-

dency, (c-d) OGWD tendency, (e-f) resolved wave tendency, and (g-f) residual vertical velocity w∗ for the control

run (left column) and the increased NOGWD run (right column), during the life-cycle of the 2006 PJO event.

Dashed black (negative) and solid red (positive) contours: Response in tendencies and w∗ to reducing NOGWD

(left column) and increasing NOGWD (right column) (contour interval is 4 m s−1 day−1 in a-d, 2 m s−1 day−1

in e-f, and 1 mm s−1 in g-h). Time zero represents the central dates of SSWs: 6 January 2006 for the control

run, 9 January 2006 for the reduced NOGWD run and 15 December 2005 for the increased NOGWD run. The

resolved wave tendency and w∗ are smoothed by taking a 10-day running mean. Note that the pressure range is

from 70 to 0.01 hPa.
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FIG. 9. Difference in (a,c) the 50◦N to 70◦N zonal-mean zonal wind (in m s−1) and (b,d) the polar cap

average zonal-mean temperature (in K) between (a-b) the reduced NOGWD run and the control run and (c-d)

the increased NOGWD run and the control run.
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FIG. 10. Composites of all SSWs for the control run (solid black), reduced NOGWD run (dot-dashed red)

and increased NOGWD run (dashed blue) with the free-running model. Thick black line shows composites of

SSWs from the ERA-Interim reanalysis between 1979 and 2016: (a) Zonal-mean zonal wind anomaly at 60◦N

and 10 hPa (in m s−1); Polar-cap average (from 70◦N to 90◦N) zonal-mean temperature anomalies (in K) at (b)

1 hPa; (c) 10 hPa; and (d) 50 hPa.
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